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Rapid, global changes, such as extinction and climate change, put a premium on
evidence-based, environmental policies and interventions, including predator control
efforts. Lack of solid scientific evidence precludes strong inference about responses
of predators, people, and prey of both, to various types of predator control. Here we
formulate two opposing hypotheses with possible underlying mechanisms and propose
experiments to test four pairs of opposed predictions about responses of predators,
domestic animals, and people in a coupled, dynamic system. We outline the design
of a platinum-standard experiment, namely randomized, controlled experiment with
cross-over design and multiple steps to blind measurement, analysis, and peer review to
avoid pervasive biases. The gold-standard has been proven feasible in field experiments
with predators and livestock, so we call for replicating that across the world on different
methods of predator control, in addition to striving for an even higher standard that can
improve reproducibility and reliability of the science of predator control.
Keywords: effective, intervention, randomized controlled trials, experiments, predator control, standards of
evidence, strong inference, wildlife damage

INTRODUCTION
Rapid planetary environmental changes challenge humanity’s capacity for wise decisions about
preventing wildlife extinctions and climate change (Blumm and Wood, 2017; Chapron et al., 2017;
Ceballos and Ehrlich, 2018). Without certainty about the functional effectiveness of interventions
to prevent future threats followed by reasoned discrimination between alternatives, most human
decisions about how to intervene rely on assumptions and beliefs (i.e., perceived effectiveness)
rather than evidence. This challenge is apparent in predator control in livestock systems, where
recent reviews are unanimous about how little strong evidence exists for the effectiveness of
interventions (van Eeden et al., 2018). The same concern applies to other wildlife-livestock
interactions, such as badger control as an intervention against zoonotic disease (Jenkins et al.,
2010; Donnelly and Woodroffe, 2012; Vial and Donnelly, 2012; Bielby et al., 2016) and livestock
damage by wild pigs and elephants (Rodriguez and Sampson, 2019) and might similarly apply to
crop damage and attacks on humans by wildlife.
For millennia, some people have killed large predators in direct competition for food and space.
That practice continues today to protect domestic animals and crops from predators, although
predators are now recognized for playing major roles in sustaining diversity and improving
ecosystem resilience (Estes et al., 2011). Humans are the major cause of mortality of terrestrial
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interests become less or more susceptible in the treated condition
after a predator control intervention.
Here we (1) describe unresolved questions and uncertainties
connected with predator control to protect domestic animals
mainly, but also relevant to other human interests; we do not
address predator control to influence wild prey abundances.
(2) We articulate two opposing hypotheses, each with four
predictions. (3) We identify five forms of biases pervasive in the
field of predator control. Finally, (4) we propose a design for a
“platinum-standard” experiment that can elevate the strength of
inference beyond the important gold-standard by adding crossover design and multiple steps to blind measurement, analysis,
and peer review. Our review of evidence for effectiveness,
gaps in knowledge, and recommended practice is timely and
important. It is timely because scientific evidence for effectiveness
of predator controls are hotly contested in several regions of
the world (see for example, the citations to wolves above) and
important because the ongoing biodiversity crises demands that
the majority of our investments be targeted quickly at effective
interventions that protect both species and human interests if we
wish to slow human-caused extirpations worldwide.

carnivores globally, including extirpation, several cases of
extinction of species, and protracted risks of extinction despite
endangered species protections (Woodroffe and Ginsberg, 1998;
Chapron et al., 2014; Treves et al., 2017a). Predator control plays
a major role in human-induced mortality.
Here we define predator control as any human actions, either
lethal or non-lethal, intended to prevent predatory animals from
posing threats to domestic animals or other human interests.
We apply the term ‘control’ (or treatment) to connote the
intended management intervention, regardless of whether it
proves effective. In particular, removal (usually lethal) as a
form of predator control offers an important link to the global
problems summarized above because intentional, legitimate,
or illegal predator control has been the major component of
human-caused mortality (Conradie and Piesse, 2013; Treves
et al., 2017a), despite scant evidence worldwide for effectiveness
of lethal methods to protect human interests and little of
the available evidence provides strong inference (Treves et al.,
2016; van Eeden et al., 2018). Removal methods provide an
important heuristic for experimental tests of hypotheses about
predator control.
The traditional hypothesis is that removing predators would
protect human interests. For example, while it might seem
obvious that killing a lion whose jaws are about to close on
a goat would protect the goat, the effectiveness of most lethal
action against predators is not so obvious. Perhaps, killing a
predator returning to a carcass soon after predation might protect
other livestock (Woodroffe et al., 2005), but experiments with
such methods also show surprisingly high error rates (Sacks
et al., 1999). Indeed, recent, independent research in several
regions found killing wild animals could exacerbate future threats
to human interests, e.g., cougars (Cooley et al., 2009a; Peebles
et al., 2013), birds (Bauer et al., 2018; Beggs et al., 2019), and
wolves (Santiago-Avila et al., 2018a) – without requiring us to
delve into the unresolved controversy and contested evidence
about wolves in the Northern Rocky Mountains, USA or in
Southern Europe (Wielgus and Peebles, 2014; Bradley et al., 2015;
Fernández-Gil et al., 2015; Imbert et al., 2016; Poudyal et al., 2016;
Kompaniyets and Evans, 2017). The uncertainties about predator
removal reflect the indirect application unlike the lion and the
goat hypothetical above.
Predator control is often applied far from a domestic animal
loss and long afterwards, or applied pre-emptively to predators
that cross paths with a human. The functional effectiveness of
these indirect actions for preventing future threats is unclear
and often not directly measured. Indirect predator controls are
not obviously functionally effective, just as many biomedical
interventions are administered far from unhealthy tissues or
many hours after an acute symptom is detected. Indeed, the
analogy is even closer as indirect biomedical interventions, such
as in vitro tests, animal trials, and even initial clinical trials on
human subjects are not considered sufficient evidence to market
a proposed treatment as a therapeutic (functionally effective)
medicine. Therefore, as with biomedical research, the field
of predator control needs the “gold-standard” of randomized,
controlled experiment without biases, and such trials should
be designed to detect any direction of effect, whether human
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FIVE UNRESOLVED QUESTIONS ABOUT
PREDATOR CONTROL
Most scientists would agree that predation vanishes when zero
predators are present, but there is substantial disagreement about
what happens with removal of part of the predator population.
For predators and other wildlife posing problems for people,
there remain substantial uncertainties about the consequences
of removal for survivors and subsequent generations, effects on
sympatric species, and additive or compensatory responses in
other mortality and reproductive factors (Cote and Sutherland,
1997; Vucetich, 2012; Borg et al., 2015; Creel et al., 2015; Bauer
et al., 2018; Beggs et al., 2019). Uncertainty about the result
of predator removal might propagate into uncertainty about its
functional effectiveness for protecting human interests as we
explain below. Resolving these uncertainties might improve our
understanding of functional effectiveness of predator control, but
also bears on ancillary issues of preserving wildlife (predators
or otherwise), and the ethics and economics of domestic animal
husbandry and wildlife management. Therefore, the platinumstandard experiment we recommend in the following section
has the potential to advance our understanding of many of the
following issues.

Do Survivors Prey on Domestic Animals at
Similar Rates After Removals?
Since at least 1983, scientists have questioned whether predators
that survive control operations pose fewer, the same, or more
threats after removal of their conspecifics (Tompa, 1983; Haber,
1996). Related to this, the literature is unclear whether and how
the response of survivors might differ from response to other
mortality causes. In some cases, newcomers might kill more
domestic animals than previous residents had killed because
social networks might be disrupted, as reported in cougars
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a particularly relevant example in our context, mesopredator
release has been substantiated repeatedly after the removal of a
larger, dominant competitor (Prugh et al., 2009; Allen et al., 2016;
Minnie et al., 2016; Krofel et al., 2017; Newsome et al., 2017).

(Cooley et al., 2009a,b; Peebles et al., 2013); or survivors might
turn to domestic animals when their conspecifics have been
removed (Imbert et al., 2016; Santiago-Avila et al., 2018a), and
other “spill-over” effects (Santiago-Avila et al., 2018a). A number
of correlational studies have reported such effects (Peebles et al.,
2013; Fernández-Gil et al., 2015), including four papers from
one site that have all been disputed without consensus on their
resolution (Wielgus and Peebles, 2014; Bradley et al., 2015;
Poudyal et al., 2016; Kompaniyets and Evans, 2017).
Among the contested and uncertain effects of predator control
is the behavioral reaction of predators that are deterred from one
human property. Do they simply move from one human property
to another? Such displacement of predators might arise from
non-lethal methods (e.g., some believe a wolf with a hunger for
domestic animals continues searching for such prey after being
deterred from its first effort), or from lethal methods (e.g., do
surviving wolves discontinue hunting domestic animals, even
after a pack-mate was killed? or do they redouble their efforts
because a hunting team-mate was lost?). The latter uncertainty
might be magnified or reduced by the method of removal,
because the capability of survivors to “learn” from the removal
must depend on the stimuli associated and the conspicuousness
of the cause-and-effect. Resolving such issues would require
stronger inference about individual behavior of predators and the
short- and long-term reactions to predator control.

Does One Source of Predator Removal
Affect Other Sources of Predator Removal?
Human-caused mortality is the major source of mortality for
large carnivores worldwide. Therefore, interactions between
human causes of death are important to our understanding of
the intended and unintended effects of predator removal, as
are the effects of interventions meant to curb human causes of
mortality. For example, poaching (illegal killing by people) was
found to be the major cause of mortality in four endangered
wolf populations of the USA, and unregulated killing was the
major cause in one Alaskan sub-population (Adams et al., 2008;
Treves et al., 2017a). Those studies also revealed that poaching
was systematically under-estimated by traditional measures of
risk and hazard (Treves et al., 2017a) or that mortality of marked
animals differed from that of unmarked animals under legal,
lethal management regimes (Schmidt et al., 2015; Treves et al.,
2017c; Santiago-Ávila, 2019; Treves, 2019a). For a pertinent
example, after wolf-killing had been legalized or made easier
(liberalized), wolf population growth in two U.S. states slowed
over and above the number of wolves killed (Chapron and
Treves, 2016a,b), notwithstanding a lively debate (Chapron and
Treves, 2017a,b; Olson et al., 2017; Pepin et al., 2017; Stien,
2017). Four separate lead authors studying different datasets
about the same Wisconsin wolf control system have now inferred
that poaching rates or intentions rose with liberalized wolfkilling policies (Browne-Nuñez et al., 2015; Hogberg et al., 2015;
Chapron and Treves, 2017a,b). Also, disappearances of radiocollared wolves rose substantially when liberalized killing policies
were in place, in a competing risks framework (Treves, 2019a)
citing (Santiago-Ávila, 2019). Therefore, a possible consequence
of predator removal to protect human interests might be an
increase in apparently unrelated mortality rates.

Do Surviving Predators Compensate for
Vacancies by Altered Reproductive Rates?
Research on coyotes (Canis latrans) and black-backed jackals (C.
mesomelas) indicates that human-caused mortality can generate
compensatory reproduction that might augment the number of
breeding packs and elevate the predator density, both of which
might raise the risk for domestic animals (Knowlton et al., 1999;
Minnie et al., 2016).

How Much Predation on Domestic Animals
Is Compensatory?
Given that the mortality rates of domesticates from nonpredatory causes is usually higher than from predators and
predators may be attracted to sites with weak, ill, or morbid
domestic animals under minimal supervision (Allen and Sparkes,
2001; Odden et al., 2002, 2008), one should expect that predation
on domestic animals would be partly compensatory (killing
animals doomed to die of other causes), rather than additive as
it is often assumed (Treves and Santiago-Ávila, in press).

THE OPPOSING HYPOTHESES AND FOUR
PREDICTIONS
The first hypothesis, “Turning down the heat” proposes that more
predators would attack more domestic animals. When humans
remove predators, threats to human interests will diminish
because (A0 ) human removal of predators reduces predator
abundance; or (B0 ) surviving predators will be deterred from
threatening human interests by sensing the loss of conspecifics
was caused by humans. On the human side, incentives to remove
predators will stay the same or decline, because (C0 ) people will
correctly perceive the effects of predator removal; and (D0 ) legal
removal will reduce incentives for illegal removal (poaching).
By contrast, the “Turning up the heat” hypothesis proposes
that after predator removal, surviving predators will threaten
human interests more than they would otherwise. Therefore,
when humans remove predators, threats will stay the same or
rise because (A1 ) newcomers will fill vacancies quickly in higher

How Do Sympatric Species of Predators
Respond to Removal of Competitor
Species?
As early as 1958, observers noticed the removal of largerbodied predators led to an increase in smaller-bodied animals,
whose damages to crops and domestic animals were perceived
as worse than those of the former larger wildlife (Newby and
Brown, 1958). Ecologists have long understood that release
from competition leads to prey switches, range shifts, and
other flexible, behavioral responses by surviving predators. For
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FIGURE 1 | Predatory threats to human interests generate a socio-environmental system with potential coupling of the predator system to the human system. We
present four pairs of opposed predictions in Table 1 and an explanation of how coupling to the human system occurs (text in red and blue fonts). Then we describe
how positive negative or no feedback loops might arise (black font, water pail, and bellows).

that certain fields advance slowly and others quickly because
their practitioners varied in the efficiency with which they
proposed and tested between alternative, opposed hypotheses.
Platt endorsed Chamberlin’s 130-year-old admonition to keep
at least two authentic, opposed hypotheses in mind at all times,
and disfavor the scientist’s preferred hypothesis (Chamberlin,
1890). Platt (1964) observed that the slower fields of his time
had become bogged down by the perceptions that their topic
was too complex for simple experimental tests. Platt countered
that their models were becoming too complex to be falsifiable.
Falsifiability is a foundational principle of science. He also
countered that models are hypotheses that should be tested
regularly, not judged by how many explanatory variables they
contained or by the endless collection of data. Subsequent
writers have echoed his views in their own fields (biomedical
research, paleo-sciences, and population biology, among others).
Ioannidis spent decades documenting difficulties in replicating
eye-catching findings, problems of positive publication bias
wherein journals and scientists prefer to report significant
findings even if effect sizes were small and statistical power

numbers than the residents they replaced or (B1 ) survivors and
newcomers will struggle to survive or reproduce without relying
on human property (e.g., predators would find and capture
domestic animals more predictably or more safely than wild
foods). On the human side, incentives to remove predators will
rise, because perceived effectiveness rarely matches functional
effectiveness so (C1 ) people will call for more predator-killing
despite ineffective or counter-productive outcomes; and (D1 )
legal removal will promote poaching. Figure 1 displays four pairs
of opposed predictions and the feedback loops each can trigger
with more detail presented in Table 1.

RECOMMENDING UNBIASED PREDATOR
CONTROL EXPERIMENTS FOR STRONG
INFERENCE
Platt (1964) hypothesized about scientific progress and his
recommendations remain crucial to scientific progress today.
Platt’s hypothesis about the rate of progress in science was
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TABLE 1 | Summary of opposed predictions from the traditional hypothesis of “Turning down the heat” (A–D, subscript zero) vs. the more recent “Turning up the heat”
(A–D subscript 1).
Hypotheses

Prediction

Mechanism

Why?

Turning down the heat (traditional)
proposes that after predator
removal, fewer predators remain
to harm domestic animals.

Therefore, when humans kill
predators the result is a lower
rate of predation on domestic
animals by two mechanisms.

A. Predator-killing will reduce
predator abundance

Higher densities are often associated with
greater competition and killing can lower the
density for a time.

B. Survivors will be deterred from
domestic animals

Survivors somehow detect that a mortality
cause has risen.

C. People will correctly perceive the
effectiveness of the initial
predator control.

Perceived effectiveness matches functional
effectiveness (commonsense and
managers’ experience is a good guide).

D. Legal killing will reduce poaching

When people perceive they have legal
recourse they will not take illicit action.

A. Newcomers will raise densities and
domestic animals-killing over
previous levels.

Until social networks stabilize, multiple
newcomers can share a single range and
inexperienced newcomers will target
predictable foods such as domestic animals.

B. Newcomers and survivors in
destabilized social organizations prey
on more domestic animals than
established residents.

Inexperience or loss of a collaborator leads
predators to resort to more predictable food
even if it is more dangerous because of
human retaliation.

C. Perceptions rarely match empirical
measures of effectiveness and lethal
methods create the illusion of an
effect because something is dead

People are poor judges of functional
effectiveness and neighbors and colleagues
can shape each other’s desires for
intervention.

D. Legal killing will promote illegal killing

Would-be poachers will perceive they can kill
predators more efficiently by private action,
would-be poachers will perceive e a low risk
of being caught, or would-be poachers will
assign a low value to predators.

Also, predator-killing will not
escalate after the first control
actions, by two mechanisms.

Turning up the heat
(new) proposes that that
after predator control,
surviving predators attack
more domestic animals
than they would have
otherwise.

Therefore, domestic animal
losses will stay the same or
rise by two mechanisms.

Also, predator control
will escalate after
initial interventions,
by two mechanisms.

was low (Ioannidis, 2005). Ioannidis also called attention to
the waste associated with intentional or unintentional biases
in biomedical clinical research (systematic errors in selection
of replicates, treatment fidelity, measurement precision, or
reporting). We follow Ioannidis, Platt and Chamberlin by
categorizing five forms of bias pervasive in our subfield, and
others we surmise:

as medicine and policy studies (Nie, 2004; Ioannidis, 2005).
But experimenters have also been implicated in selection bias
when they intentionally or unintentionally assign subjects
non-randomly. Biomedical research still struggles with this
bias when humans are responsible for assignment (Mukherjee,
2010).
• Treatment bias occurs where the intervention or placebo
controls are administered without standardization or quality
control. A common form of treatment bias in predator control
is to tailor the intervention method, its intensity or timing,
to the subjective impressions of the domestic animal owners
or the agents implementing intervention (see examples in
WebPanel 1 from Treves et al., 2016; Santiago-Avila et al.,
2018a). For example, even the best experimental test of
lethal methods for predator control failed to distinguish the
techniques applied, e.g., pooling shooting, trapping, baiting
with poison, poaching, or regulated hunting, into one category
of intervention (Treves et al., 2016). If care in standardizing
interventions is not taken, it is easy for implementers to put
more effort into subjects that seem to need more intervention,
or distribute the intervention by convenience, both of which
can bias results.
• Measurement bias occurs when methods for measuring
response variables or covariates are not uniform across

• Selection bias (also known as sampling bias): arises when the
choice of which study subjects receive the treatment and which
subjects receive the placebo control is non-random (or when
the sample is so small that even randomization cannot prevent
treatment and control groups from differing significantly at
the outset). Selection bias is common in predator control
research (see examples in WebPanel 1 from Treves et al., 2016),
because domestic animals are often selected by the owners or
by experimenters to receive an intervention or not. Selection
rather than randomization undermines strong inference about
an intervention effect because subjects naturally vary in
their response to an intervention and the circumstances
surrounding them may influence the effects of a treatment.
Therefore, selection bias might lead to subjects more likely to
respond in the predicted way to the intervention being chosen.
Self-selection is a form of selection bias that has long been
recognized as slanting results severely in fields as distinct
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peers are blinded to author identity). Several journals in our
field are now using these methods (Sanders et al., 2017).

intervention and placebo control groups (see examples in
WebPanel 1 from Treves et al., 2016). Ideally, those collecting
data on the intervention and the placebo control are
unaware of which the subject received (blinding). Experiments
with inconspicuous manifestations (e.g., some medicinal
treatments) are easiest to blind, but experiments with
long-lasting structural modifications might not adequately
conceal conspicuous interventions. For example, lethal
methods intended to protect domestic animals from predators
are often inconspicuous (e.g., concealed traps) or brief
in implementation (e.g., shooting), which would facilitate
blinding, whereas many non-lethal methods are conspicuous
(e.g., fencing, lights, guardian animals).
The amount of blinding (single-, double-, triple-, or
quadruple-) refers to how many steps in the experiment are
concealed from researchers or reviewers. The steps that might
be blinded include: (i) those intervening randomly should be
unaware of subject histories and attributes and should not
communicate which subjects received the control or treatment
intervention to others in the research team (this depends on
having used an undetectable intervention above); (ii) those
measuring the effects are unaware of which intervention
the subject received (this too depends on having used an
undetectable intervention); (iii) those interpreting results are
unaware of which subjects received treatment or control; and
(iv) those independently reviewing results are unaware of
which subjects received treatment or control and unaware of
the identity of the scientists who conducted the research.
• Reporting bias is introduced by scientists omitting data or
methods, or reporting in a way that is not even-handed
regarding treatment (see examples in WebPanel 1 from
Treves et al., 2016). This bias arises when analysis of
data, interpretation of results, or scientific communications
misrepresent research methods or findings. The most severe
form arises when the reporting favors the scientists’ preferred
outcomes and naturally this is the most common form.
Blinding (see above), standardized analysis protocols, and
registered reports (see below) might be reliable defenses
against reporting bias.
• Publication bias occurs when reviewers’ and editors’ disfavor
certain results or disfavor replication efforts, either because
(a) reviewers or editors are unimpressed by confirmatory
results and therefore unenthusiastic about publication, or (b)
reviewers or editors are biased toward the prior conclusions
when results are not confirmatory, and thereby recommend
rejection of replication efforts that do not meet their
expectations. Publication bias is being addressed by the spread
of new editorial practices. For example, journals are now
accepting registered reports (reviewers evaluate the methods
before data are collected and then the journal commits
to publishing accepted registered reports once the results
are analyzed, provided that the methods did not change);
implementing policies that favor replication efforts (e.g.,
concealing from peer reviewers if the results have been
collected until the methods are accepted or rejected); or
implementing double-blind independent peer review (when
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The five types of bias described above weaken inference from
otherwise strong experiments, but they do not illuminate the
design features that produce strong inference. To illuminate
these design features, we define inference first. Inference means
“the drawing of a conclusion from known or assumed facts
or statements; esp. in Logic, the forming of a conclusion from
data or premises, either by inductive or deductive methods;
reasoning from something known or assumed to something else
which follows from it” (OED, 2018). A century of philosophy of
science and evaluation of scientific research in many disciplines
by numerous authors has revealed variation in the strength of
inference (Chamberlin, 1890; Popper, 1959; Kuhn, 1962; Platt,
1964; Gould, 1980; Ioannidis, 2005; Mukherjee, 2010, 2016;
Biondi, 2014; Gawande, 2016). We acknowledge the doubts
these authors expressed about approximating the truth, yet like
them, we reject the notion that scientific evidence cannot be
verified, and the notion that all inferences are equally subjective—
following Lynn (2006). Below, we define standards that increase
our confidence in the accuracy of evidence. We propose a single
continuum of strength of inference as in Figure 2.
Randomized controlled experiments with cross-over design,
moderate or large sample sizes, and safeguards against bias,
such as blinding, are the best available method to fairly evaluate
interventions with strong inference about effectiveness. Even
such experiments should be replicated by independent teams
to be considered reliable (Ioannidis, 2005; Baker and Brandon,
2016; Goodman et al., 2016; Munafò et al., 2017; Alvino and PLoS
One Editors, 2018). Figure 2 refers to confidence in inferences
from a single research effort. A parallel but separate continuum
might be developed for independent efforts at reproducibility,
in short, a scientist places a given research effort along the
continuum by virtue of the design of that effort.
Although we begin with the platinum standard as the
strongest inference, we repeatedly refer to elements of the gold
standard which are described below the platinum standard,
because we anticipate that few if any studies in animal
research will achieve the platinum standard. Therefore, we
hold the platinum-standard out as an aspirational guideline
super-imposed atop the gold, which we deem necessary to
strong inference, in almost every case. We also recognize that
silver and bronze standards for experimental design can yield
useful information where gold and platinum standards seem
infeasible, but we advocate prioritizing the latter. We also
recommend that researchers explain why they were unable to
randomize or measure suitable controls, as a standard practice,
so readers can be alerted to weaker inference and perhaps to
potential biases.

Randomization
Randomization is random assignment of subjects to intervention
groups or to placebo control groups. Controls are considered
essential to making reliable inferences about the effect of an
intervention because variability and change are ubiquitous. A
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FIGURE 2 | Strength of inference in relation to research design. The positions of standards along a continuum of strength of inference are approximated (fuzzy
horizontal bars), because we cannot yet quantify strength of inference precisely. Also, evaluating the strength of inference from a particular study requires close reading
of the methods and results to detect biases in design. However, the relative positions of the fuzzy lines for different standards are depicted to reflect the loss of
confidence associated with the introduction of confounding variables or the lack of controls, e.g., silver standard tests lower the strength of inference by approximately
half compared to gold standard, because all else being equal, they introduce one potentially confounding variable (the passage of time). All of the depicted standards
presume no bias sufficient to undermine the reliability of a study.

placebo control group contains subjects who have received
everything but the hypothesized effective treatment and in
exactly the same ways, times, and places, e.g., a sugar pill
administered just like a medicinal pill, or blank ammunition
(i.e., no projectile striking the predator) rather than lethal
ammunition. Randomization is widely considered to be the most
important step in eliminating bias in experiments because it
can eliminate the most prevalent and pervasive selection bias by
researchers unconsciously seeking desired effects of a treatment.

experienced the reverse. See for example, a predator control
experiment with cross-over design (Ohrens et al., 2019a).
When designing cross-over experiments, it might be important
to allow time between the first and reversed treatment for
effects to “wash out” and to account for the possible time
lag or long-lasting effects of the treatment. Such “wash out”
periods should be designed at a length appropriate to the
effect under study and the memory capabilities of the animal
species being affected or replacement time of the individual
animals affected.

Cross-Over Design
Because of randomization, some subjects will begin as placebo
controls and others in treatment conditions, but additionally in
cross-over design, all subjects will reverse to the other condition
at approximately the same time midway through the experiment.
A third reversal further strengthens inference about the effect
of treatment. Therefore, every subject experiences both the
intervention and the placebo control. By so doing, excessive
differences between subjects and local effects of time passing
are rendered less confounding, by measuring the response of
subjects to treatments minus the response of the same subjects
to placebo control. Although this might appear to be silverstandard at first glance, it is combined with randomization,
so some subjects begin as placebo control and end the study
in the intervention group, therefore some subjects experienced
change over time followed by intervention whereas others

Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org

Why Before-and-After Comparisons
Weaken Inference
Silver standard is defined as before-and-after comparisons of
interventions. In silver standard studies, either every subject gets
the intervention (no placebo control) or control subjects are not
chosen randomly, and each subject is compared to itself before
intervention. For example, the number of domestic animals lost
prior to intervening is subtracted from the number of domestic
animals lost after intervening. Before-and-after comparisons are
also called case-control experiments or BACI (before and after
comparison of impacts) and are often used when randomization
is considered infeasible. If BACI includes randomization, we refer
the reader to the gold-standard above. Much has been written
on stronger and weaker inference in BACI designs (Murtaugh,
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question of why not work harder to randomize and cross-over?
Therefore, we conclude that before-during-after designs do not
improve much on silver standards, only approximating gold
standard with many treatments and removals.
Correlations or descriptive observations, which we define
as bronze standard of experimental designs, provide weaker
inference than silver standard experiments because they do
not clarify cause-and-effect directionality and the lack of
intervention introduces numerous other potentially confounding
effects on subjects. Of course, description and correlation
may be important starting points when little is known about
a system, but predator control has gone far beyond such
a basic level of scientific observation, so we consider goldstandard experiments essential for strong inference about
predator control.
Given the variety of situations in which animal research
might be conducted, it is conceivable that a research team would
find it impossible to design a platinum-standard experiment,
a gold-standard experiment, or eliminate all potential biases.
Accepting a lower standard than gold should be justified
by arguments based on ethics, law, or impossibility, not
convenience or vague references to socio-cultural acceptance.
An immoral or illegal research method would make a goldstandard or better design infeasible. The common claim that
experiments are infeasible due to cost should not be used
as a blanket dismissal but instead quantified and examined
rigorously as a design criterion. Recalling that expenditures
are value judgments about one hypothesized social good
compared to another, the value judgments should be kept
separate from the issues of feasibility until the cost-efficient
research design has been specified, not a priori or in the
absence of data on current predator control expenditures. When
governments sponsor predator control nationwide as the U.S.
does through US Department of Agriculture Wildlife Services,
millions of USD might be expended in unproven methods
(Treves and Naughton-Treves, 2005; Bergstrom et al., 2014;
Treves et al., 2016), so premature dismissal of methods for
strong inference is on weaker grounds in such conditions and
may even trigger conflict of interest concerns. Most arguments
about feasibility should pass a test for authentic impossibility
as follows.
To provide guidelines for situations in which gold- or
platinum-standard experimental designs might be deferred until
feasible, we have to differentiate feasibility from impossibility.
Feasible (“Of a design, project, etc.: Capable of being done,
accomplished or carried out;. . . .” OED, 2018) should not be
confused with impossible (“Not possible; that cannot be done
or effected; that cannot exist or come into being; that cannot
be, in existing or specified circumstances.” OED, 2018). We
observe that the common usage of “impossible” often reflects
a person’s perception that they do not have the capability,
time, or resources to accomplish something, in addition to
authentic impossibility. We aim to distinguish those concepts
to advance the field beyond unfalsifiable claims that goldstandard experiments were impossible, so the public should
accept lower strength of inference. Authentic impossibility means
one of two things: (1) that two actions or events are mutually

2002; Stewart-Oaten, 2003), with a good example in a related
field to ours (Popescu et al., 2012). Statisticians seem to us to
have reached consensus that non-random BACI designs should
employ first-order (at least) serial autocorrelation statistics which
treat within-subject measurements as time series and consider
expert information on local events that might confound effects
of treatment and the proportion of subjects so affected relative to
total sample size.
Silver is a lower standard than gold because inference is
weaker. At a minimum, silver-standard studies introduce a new
variable, time, i.e., all subjects underwent the passage of time
that affects individuals differently. Consider the analogy of a
cold remedy. We know most people recover from colds over
time. Therefore, any proposed treatment should work faster or
better than the natural, healthy person’s recovery from a cold.
If the putative treatment for colds is tested by a silver-standard
design, the inference that it was effective is difficult to distinguish
from the inference that subject patients got better on their own
as time passed. Non-randomized BACI might have difficulty
distinguishing treatment effect from time effect if selection bias
was introduced in who received the cold remedy (e.g., patients
who volunteer for an experimental remedy are usually not a
random sample of patients; Mukherjee, 2010). Predator control
experiments are often good analogies to the hypothetical cold
remedy. Domestic animals might be attacked by predators only
once with no repeat, even in the absence of intervention (see
previous section on uncertainties in predator control). Therefore,
loss of a domestic animal might not be repeated simply because
of the passage of time. The uncontrolled effect of time passing
is why we rate silver-standard designs as producing inference
that is half as strong as gold-standard designs. The presence of
a control, comparison group chosen without selection bias is
therefore essential to raising the strength of inference.
One can improve on silver-standard somewhat if one staggers
treatment so that subjects do not all experience treatment at the
same time. Such staggering might eliminate a simultaneous, brief
confounding effect on all subjects (e.g., a weather event, a sudden
phenological event in other species). Nevertheless, subjects still
experience time passing even if not simultaneously. Researchers
have addressed the confounding effect of time passing by
removing treatment and monitoring their subjects again so there
are three measurements at least: before-treatment baseline, aftertreatment response, and after removal of treatment another
response. While stronger than before-and-after comparisons, we
still see two problems with recommending this design: First,
the ability to remove treatment in the final phase implies the
researcher has influence to manipulate the treatment, which begs
the question why not treat randomly? Perhaps, the treatment
is not under the influence of the researcher, but it ends for all
subjects simultaneously or after a predetermined duration. If so,
we place such studies higher than silver-standard but not goldstandard, as in Figure 2. Yet, this approach merits scrutiny for a
second reason. The variable “time” still affected every subject in
parallel with the treatment, so the n = 2 for the effect of time. If
one wants strong inference about the effect of time independent
of treatment one needs a higher n of re-treatments and removals.
That would seem to drag out the trials and once again beg the
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AN EXAMPLE OF PLATINUM-STANDARD
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR PREDATOR
CONTROL

exclusive although either is feasible (e.g., I cannot study the
behavior of an animal and study its death at the same time);
or (2) an action or event would violate physical laws (e.g., I
cannot survive in outer space without a space suit). The latter
example acknowledges that some technological innovations and
scientific discoveries overcome former impossibilities, which
underscores the distinction between “action x is impossible”
and “action x is not currently feasible.” For practical purposes,
most people’s response to difficult situations can be rephrased
as “I do not currently have the motivation, legal authority,
time, skills, or resources to accomplish that action.” That
is not the same as impossible because the obstacles might
change over time. Although many actions are authentically
impossible, most objections to improving the standards for
inference about predator control are actually claims of feasibility.
Few elements of the platinum standard or gold standard
without bias are impossible. Rather they can be very difficult,
and difficulty might make such designs infeasible. Therefore,
claims of infeasibility demand scrutiny by independent reviewers
and editors.
We call for higher scientific standards of predator control
experiments and propose a design of the first-ever platinumstandard experiment providing strong inference derived from
randomized, controlled experiments with cross-over design and
without bias.

In Figure 3, we provide a schematic design of a platinumstandard experiment. In line with our two opposing hypotheses
(Figure 1; Table 1), the study designs should measure both
threats to domestic animals and human attitudes toward
predators and predator control. We suggest recruiting owners
of domestic animals who are enthusiastic about controlled
experiments, as participants and select replicates (e.g., herds of
domestic animals) that are separated geographically by more
than the maximum home range of the targeted predators, so we
can be sure we are testing more than one individual predator.
The most difficult element is the blinding in our opinion,
but we recommend adoption of several of the blinding steps
because these could eliminate biases in selection, treatment,
measurement, reporting, and publication. Personnel should aim
for multiple blinding when treatments and placebo controls
are not conspicuously different (obvious from a distance), but
lower rigor of blinding for inconspicuous interventions. In cases
where a treatment is easily distinguished from a placebo control
(conspicuous, long-lasting stimuli), we suggest protecting field
measurements as follows.

FIGURE 3 | Template for a platinum-standard experiment (randomized, controlled, cross-over design with multiple blinding steps). The three stages shown are
fieldwork, analysis, and publication. Rectangles indicate different individual people involved at one or more stages.
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even a reduction in risk equivalent to 1–2 standard deviations
of the placebo control subjects might justify using or discarding
a proposed treatment for predator control, regardless of the
probability value generated by frequentist statistical tests (e.g.,
Chapron and Treves, 2017a).
Building an evidence-base on what works in predator control
requires repeated studies in different contexts and long-term
monitoring. As such, we suggest creating a consortium of
international scientists dedicated to experiments on methods
of predator control to oversee the entire procedure that
can be replicated in different locations. For each study, the
methods should be submitted before the actual field experiment
begins, as registered reports, to reduce the risk that methods
drift to accommodate obstacles in the field and to reduce
publication bias.

All field measurements should be divided in two or more tasks
for different individuals. First, trail cameras and other covert data
sets should be analyzed by members of a study team who are
single-blinded to the treatment (e.g., in the lab later not in the
field concurrently), whereas the field measurements of domestic
animal loss or injury should be conducted by team members and
a third party (e.g., government agents) who must agree among
themselves on the interpretation. The latter team would not play
a role in analyzing the effect of treatment or the former dataset
(double-blind). When possible, triple-blinding would demand
one part of team implement, one part work with domestic animal
owners, and one part measure effects. The quadruple-blinding
step would be reached if a registered report were accepted and
independent reviewers were blind to results and author identities.
To test our hypotheses relating to the human system and the
predator system, we recommend measures of predators, domestic
animals, and of humans. We recommend social scientific surveys
of human subjects to measure attitudes toward predators,
toward the methods being employed, to government verifiers if
appropriate; and measures of intentions to poach and to adopt
predator control methods after the experiment ends, i.e., all
variables of perceived effectiveness (Ohrens et al., 2019b). Ideally,
outcomes would be measured for a year or more afterwards
(Table 1). Intention to poach is not the same as actually poaching
of course, but intention to poach might predict actual poaching
and might be used to test the predictions in Figure 1 and Table 1,
nonetheless (Treves et al., 2013, 2017b; Treves and Bruskotter,
2014). For domestic animals, we recommend careful verification,
possibly including blind tests of interobserver reliability using
carcasses of domestic animals that died of known causes (LópezBao et al., 2017). Also, measurement of threats to domestic
animals should include close approach by predators in proximity
to domestic animals even if no attack, injury, or loss occurs
(Davidson-Nelson and Gehring, 2010). The use of camera traps
and indirect sign surveys might prove useful for detecting
approach and avoidance by predators, in addition to confirming
that predators were present in the experimental site for both
treatment and placebo control subjects and phases (Ohrens
et al., 2019a). Only under special circumstances would livecapture and immobilization of predators be required, e.g., for
control methods that are affixed to predators (Hawley et al.,
2009).
In total, the length of time to complete such a platinumstandard experiment depends on certain factors we cannot
prescribe precisely for an abstract trial. For one, the rate of
threats to property interests and the difference in rates between
placebo control and treatment would dictate the length of time
needed to accumulate enough threats to detect a difference.
For example, in one study (Ohrens et al., 2019a), 4 months
was sufficient to reveal a statistical difference between placebo
(no domestic animals attacked by pumas) and treatment (seven
domestic animals attacked by pumas) but not to detect a
difference for the Andean foxes nor to be confident of longterm effects (Khorozyan and Waltert, 2019). Nonetheless, we
echo the sentiments of researchers calling for less adherence to
traditional thresholds of significance (Amrhein et al., 2019), so
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DISCUSSION
Despite over 20 years of searching for answers about predator
control, the policy intervention of killing predators that
threaten domestic animals has not been subjected to unbiased,
randomized experimental tests of effectiveness (gold-standard)
or higher (Treves et al., 2016). The closest that governments have
come to this gold-standard are the United Kingdom’s European
badger experiments on the control of bovine tuberculosis
(Jenkins et al., 2010; Donnelly and Woodroffe, 2012; Vial and
Donnelly, 2012; Bielby et al., 2016). Other attempts have either
been focused on small-bodied predators (often non-natives;
Greentree et al., 2000), or experiments with coyote-sized (15 kg)
or larger native predators in captivity or semi-free-ranging
conditions (Knowlton et al., 1999) and a few of both types of
studies that failed to achieve the gold standard because of one or
more biases, such as researchers selecting the subjects to receive
treatments and control subjects after the fact, irreproducible
methods, omitting methods from peer-reviewed papers, or
neglecting to measure or report accurately other predator control
methods underway during the trial (lethal or non-lethal), or
all these shortcomings combined (see examples in WebPanel
1 from Treves et al., 2016). Given the economic, ecological,
conservation, and ethical interests scrutinizing this topic, the
paucity of experiments that produce strong inference about the
control of domestic animal predators has raised concerns about
the validity of management practices and government policy in
many regions (van Eeden et al., 2018).
We observe several common rebuttals that may explain
the paucity of gold-standard evidence for lethal predator
control. First, some fields have pleaded special conditions. For
example, historical sciences like geology argue that random
assignment to treatment and control is impossible when
drawing inference about the past (Gould, 1980; Biondi, 2014).
Predator control cannot claim such special constraints in
our view.
Second, some argue that individual subject differences are
so pervasive and influential that systematic studies cannot
recommend what an individual does—only an expert assessment
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in a way that achieves humane treatment, minimizes social
disruptions, and avoids habituation of predators to human
stimuli. For example, captive predators should be fed with wild
prey carcasses from road-kill and exposure to people should be
minimized while kept in captivity (We anticipate the concern that
without a gunshot or explosive it is not a realistic simulation that
“teaches” survivors something. However, the verisimilitude of
non-lethal removal might be increased by firing a blank gunshot
or firing an explosive at trap sites after the removal of predator to
captivity). The above steps only reduce suffering by predators but
do not eliminate them. Therefore, a clear, logical ethical argument
that balances current, ongoing harms against future reductions in
harm should be attempted and subjected to independent review,
as recommended and practiced in other contexts and wildlife
management situations (Lynn, 2018; Santiago-Avila et al., 2018b;
Lynn et al., 2019).
Finally, some opposition to randomized, controlled
experiments claim that property owners will reject being assigned
the placebo. In small-scale experiments, both assumptions were
called into question a decade ago in Michigan, USA (DavidsonNelson and Gehring, 2010; Gehring et al., 2010). In 2019,
an experiment in Tarapacá, Chile, with 11 herds of domestic
camelids used cross-over design, recruited owners to serve
as controls, and used a participatory intervention planning
process to facilitate implementation of the experiment (Ohrens
et al., 2019a). We recognize that socioeconomic and cultural
dimensions of conflict with predators can be real barriers to
implementing experiments (Naughton-Treves, 1997; NaughtonTreves and Treves, 2005; Florens and Baider, 2019). We
predict that teams armed with tools and techniques from the
communication sciences will succeed in addressing site-specific,
sociopolitical barriers to evidence-based management (Treves
et al., 2006; Treves, 2019b), except perhaps in the most adamantly
anti-science interest groups. We also acknowledge that certain
jurisdictions might sustain for long periods a mix of owners
and government agents who refuse to consider experimental
evaluation of their favored, predator control methods. All the
authors have experienced this. We have either chosen to work
elsewhere or persuaded the needed actors. Often a subset of
owners will agree, and government staff are not always needed
for such experiments. In other cases, changes of leadership have
led to changes in acceptance of experiments. But this can cut
both ways and we encourage researchers to adopt the tools
of the communication sciences to recruit participants when
anti-science views are an obstacle or when cultural ideological
clashes will slow the acceptance of new ideas or evidence
(Dunwoody, 2007).
We realize that implementing gold- and platinumstandard research in predator control will face substantial
logistical, financial, and cultural barriers. We anticipate
that these experiments will succeed where domestic animal
owners themselves have recognized the need for a scientific
solution, where the jurisdiction is permissive of the methods
including both the predator control methods and the blinding
procedures, where authentic placebo controls are possible,
and where between-subject variability and within-subject

of local conditions can do so. See statisticians’ debate this
same issue in other areas of ecology (Murtaugh, 2002; StewartOaten, 2003). Such calls to expert authority are anti-scientific
because they maintain an “unmeasurable uniqueness” prevents
generalization from any systematic study, no matter how strong
the inference. This position is only tenable until experiments
yielding strong inference are conducted.
Third, a related objection is that wild ecosystems have
so many confounding variables that treatment effects will
not be detectable. Essentially, the argument that inherent
variability of subjects (or across testing sites) is too great,
simply reflects an argument about the magnitude of treatment
effects. A weak treatment effect might be undetectable against
background variation. But we caution against making this
claim unfalsifiable by failing to specify what varies too much
(among the response variables or confounding variables), and
against disingenuous assertions that experiments are impossible
(see above).
We acknowledge that platinum is a very challenging standard
for experiments. One might not install a costly intervention (e.g.,
kilometers of electric fence) only to take it down for the reversal
of treatment to placebo control. Such constraints might lead
one to use the lower gold standard, but we note that further
arguments for weakening inference or introducing bias must be
scrutinized carefully. The complaint of infeasibility cannot be
allowed to become unfalsifiable. It demands scientific scrutiny by
funders and by independent reviewers prior to accepting lower
standards and weaker inference.
The research community has long understood that
randomization, large sample sizes, and cross-over designs
can overcome high between-subject variability. Indeed, the
biomedical research community, for which randomized
clinical trials of proposed medicines are often required by
law, has faced serious questions about bias in clinical trials.
However, these critiques rarely advocate “throwing the baby
out with the bathwater” (Ioannidis, 2005), because no one has
proposed a superior method to randomized, controlled trials
for eliminating sampling errors and selection bias. For many
fields, reasonable remedies for persistent biases have focused
on the addition of safeguards against bias within randomized
trials. For example, reverse-treatment or cross-over design that
analyzes within-subject changes, is a useful way to reduce the
confounding effects of high variability between subjects that
might obscure a treatment effect when only group-level statistics
are run.
The fourth objection we have encountered is that it is
unethical to the animals to experiment with lethal predator
control. That judgment seems to depend on relative harms, such
as whether domestic animals are dying because an ineffective
method is in place, or whether wild or feral animals are dying but
a non-lethal method that is equally or more effective is known
to exist. To reduce the ethical concerns and legal restrictions
on humane killing, lethal predator control can be replaced by
simulation, such as moving the captured predators into captivity
for one field season and releasing them after the experiment. In
this case, captive conditions should be designed and managed
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differences over time do not confound treatment effects.
However, the paucity of randomized, controlled experiments
without bias, and disparate standards of evidence across the
field of predator control have consequences for policy and
management decisions and highlight the need to modernize
the field and increase scientific standards of predator control
research. We argue that the approach to predator control
research that we have outlined here presents a critical
opportunity to inject evidence into decision-making which
will benefit both humans and non-humans while fulfilling a
responsibility that scientists have to the broadest public including
future generations.
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